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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Maxwell Hall is situated on a bluff overlooking the confluence 
of the Patuxent River and Swanson's Creek, one-half mile east 
on a private lane from Teagues Point Road, approximately two 
miles east of the junction of Teagues Point Road and Maryland 
Route 231, one mile southeast of Patuxent City in Charles 
County, Maryland.

Maxwell Hall is a one and one-half story, gambrel roofed frame 
house that is distinguished from other similar houses in the 
Southern Maryland region by its massive external chimneys. 
Although the exterior weatherboarding and most of the cornice 
and trim was replaced about 1925, the house remains today much 
the same in appearance as it did when built.

The principal facade faces east and is five bays in length. 
The entrance door occupies the central bay and is flanked by 
double-hung windows of nine over nine sash. On the lower 
slope of the roof are three pedimented dormer windows of six 
over six sash. All of the windows and doors, including the 
dormers, occupy original locations and retain their original 
dimensions, although most of the trim and sash (particularly 
on the dormers) has been replaced. The west facade is three 
bays in length with a transomed center door; above are two 
dormer windows of the same design as those of the east facade. 
At both the front and rear elevations are small, crudely built, 
shed roofed porches; beneath the roof of the west porch is 
preserved a small section of the original modillioned eave 
cornice of the house. At each end of Maxwell*Hall stand mas 
sive single chimneys, both similar in plan but with several 
differences. The north chimney measures eighteen feet in 
width at the base and rises in two graduated sections that are 
defined by tapered weatherings; the great expanse of the lower 
weatherings are tiled by flat brick laid in a^ herringbone 
pattern; the smaller, irregularly positioned weatherings above 
are tiled with flat brick laid end to end.. An unusual feature 
of this chimney was a small window (now bricked in) at the 
attic gable level that once provided light to a small chimney 
closet. The south end chimney was built on a fieldstone 
foundation that is completely exposed for one full story at 
this elevation. Although this chimney is of the same size and 
plan as the north chimney the whole of the area between the 
foundation and the top of the lower- weatherings is constructed 
of unusually small tiling brick^ while above the top of the 
weatherings it is of a larger, more normal sized brick. The 
free standing stacks of both chimneys stand twenty inches away 
from the ends of the house; the south chimney is somewhat 
larger than the north chimney as it contains one additional 
flue.

(See Continuation Sheet #1)
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Unfortunately, little is known about the history of Maxwell 
Hall except that the property had been in the possession of 
the Bowling family for almost one hundred and fifty years be 
fore its acquisition by Mr. Goldstein in 1971. The property 
now includes about one thousand acres; it has been horribly 
defaced by excessive timbering and its future is, to say the 
least, uncertain.

Despite the alterations to the structure itself and the uncer 
tainties regarding its future, Maxwell Hall deserves recogni 
tion as being one of the best surviving examples of its type 
of architecture in the lower Southern Maryland region. The 
continued survival of this Jtfouse will provide a valuable source 
for the study of mid-eighteenth century vernacular architecture 
in this region.

As a result of intensive recording of various types of vernac 
ular architecture in Southern Maryland representing the devel 
opment of our architecture from the mid-seventeenth century to 
the early nineteenth centuries, we have been able to assign 
certain characteristics to different "periods" and locations. 
In Charles and St. Mary's county there are a total of five 
surviving examples of houses similar to Maxwell Hall. All of 
these, excepting Maxwell Hall, have been extensively altered 
by later interior changes and structural additions. (One, the 
finest and least altered of these recorded examples, burned in 
1971). All possessed the same four- room and short rear hall 
so popular in this region in the mid-eighteenth century. All 
have gambrel roofs and at least one single massive chimney of 
the same type as is seen at Maxwell Hall. Other features that 
separates this structure from the others is the massive support 
system of combined summer and tie beams, the unusual tiling of 
the chimney weatherings, the miniature bricks used in the con 
struction of the south chimney base, and the great number of 
fireplaces and chimney closets that were built into each chim 
ney. Of interest on the interior are the unusually large orig 
inal fireplace openings and of course, the wall sheathing of

(See Continuation Sheet #2)
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Maxwell Hall was built on irregularly coursed fieldstone 
foundation walls that enclose a full cellar. At both the front 
and rear facades are small wood barred cellar windows. At the 
exposed south end of the cellar is the only exterior entrance 
to the cellar: a batten door with a large wrought hasp.

The floor plan of Maxwell Hall is one typical of the region 
throughout the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century, 
although it apparently was more frequently used in the mid- 
eighteenth century. The first floor plan consists of four 
rooms and a short rear stair hall. The interiors of all of 
these rooms were renovated about 1835 and all of the existing 
door and window trim, doors and mantles, are in the Greek Re 
vival style. When these renovations were made several of the 
closets that were built into the chimneys were covered over and 
formerly expansive fireplace openings were altered in size. 
The present stair, rising along the south wall of the hall, is 
also a later introduction and may be contemporary in date to 
the other alterations; the location of a previous stair has not 
yet been ascertained but it is believed to have occupied this 
same general location and was probably smaller in size. A 
former stair to the cellar beneath the present stair was re 
moved and the opening covered over, possibly early in this 
century.

At the second floor level is a central hall with two doors on 
each side wall that open into four small bed chambers. All of 
the wall plaster and -trim at this level was replaced early in 
this century; however, the basic room configuration is believed 
to be original.

One unique feature recorded at Maxwell Hall was the evidence of 
an original use of riven clapboards to sheath an interior 
partition wall. These clapboards, perfectly preserved under 
later layers of sawn lath and plaster, extend across the whole 
of the south wall of the hall. It is not known whether the 
clapboards extend (or extended) into any of the other rooms up 
above the first floor ceiling line but their existence_alone 
is rare in houses of this^otherwise relatively sophisticated 
plan. In Maryland, interior *wall treatments such as this are 
more frequently found in more simpler houses and farm depencies 
of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and occasionally the nineteenth 
century.

(See Continuation Sheet #2)
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#7 Description (Continued)

In the cellar are two large rooms divided by a fieldstone 
partition wall. The floor is of packed dirt with the exposed 
ceiling timbers and walls whitewashed. An interesting con 
struction feature seen in the cellar are two massive summer 
beams that support three sets of common joists. At each end 
of the house, positioned in from the end walls, are large tie 
beams into which the summers are secured. At the south end 
of the south cellar room is a tall and rather narrow opening, 
now filled in with stone and brick rubble, that may have been 
a former fireplace or a supporting niche for the chimney.

A short distance from the base of the west porch stair is a 
large flat gravestone, moved here in recent years from a 
graveyard on the property. The inscription has been completely 
obliterated and the stone is now used to cover a well opening.

#8 Significance (Continued)

riven clapboards. Other information is obtainable behind the 
later Greek Revival work to fairly accurately establish the 
original appearance of the interior.
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